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Note on Transliteration and Dates

When I have occasionally made use of an English translation, I have cited both the original and the translation; otherwise, all translations are my own.

I have followed the International Journal of Middle East Studies (IJMES) transliteration scheme, without diacritics, when transliterating Persian, Arabic, and Ottoman Turkish sources. I have also adapted the IJMES scheme to the extent possible when transliterating Urdu while striving to remain faithful to Urdu phonology; as a consequence, the izafah has been rendered differently in Urdu than in Persian (e.g., *taranah-i hindi* in Urdu but *taranah-yi hindi* in Persian).

I distinguish between Gregorian calendar dates (CE, common era), Islamic lunar calendar (AH, for anno hegridae), and Islamic solar calendar (HS, for hijri shamsi) when necessary. Because the Gregorian and Islamic calendars do not line up evenly, Gregorian dates are provided as ranges. For example, the year 1300 HS corresponds to 1921–2 CE, depending on the month of the original date. When I was able to ascertain the month of Islamic calendar dates and, therefore, perform a more precise conversion, I have given the exact year on the Gregorian calendar rather than a range. When only one date is given, it should be assumed to be Gregorian.
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